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Subject: BRS: 2. 7 miles; Request to package material @ BB 
Date: Sun, 05 May 2002 13:00:32 -0400 

From: John Buddington <j .buddington@verizon.net> 
To: NuquistAndrew&Reidun <nuquist@together.net> 
CC: Dave Hardy <Dave@greenmountainclub.org> 

Andrew--

Dave wheeled all the way to the road. These distances will be inserted in the LT Guide: 

Miles Feet 
River Rd 0.0 0 
Gleason Brook Bridge 0.6 3180 
Willey Lodge site 0.9 4695 
Duxbury Window 1.6 8635 
Base of Bannister Ledge 1.8 9500 
"Gleason View" 2.2 11871 
Spur to BRS 2.7 14640 

Note that the distance has increased, which makes the site more remote (a plus). 
Dave is soliciting names for Mile 2.2. The Guidebook notes a Bolton View, but trees have now obscured 
the view. 

Also, when descending, we talked about the mechanics of cutting and bundling of 800# packets for the 
airlift. Here is a possible plan: 

We deliver/accept delivery of shelter kit, lumber, tools, and the rest within-the-gate at Honey Hollow. 

We cut to length the tent platform lumber (the generator will be there so skill saws are possible). 

We weigh the parcels and bundle them into 800# packets. 

Depending on Gary's estimate of the security of the site, someone camps overnight. 

We can drive to the site, so we wondered whether some of the Section members who find it difficult to 
hike in 2. 7 miles would like help out. I was thinking of a group like the Jay party oflast summer. Bill was 
thinking of having a cookout and making it a party. 

Your thoughts? No need to respond before the next BRS meeting. 

Yesterday was a success! 

jfb 
Date: the weekend before the air drop (with the party option) or the day before. (Dave is checking with 
Pete to see ifthere is a reason we couldn't fly Monday.) 

Could you 

05/13/2002 9:21 AM 


